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Abstract
Some recent papers for three-dimensional orthogonal graph drawing use a technique introduced by
Kolmogorov and Barzdin. This technique consists of assigning x-coordinates and y-coordinates, and
then computing compatible z-coordinates, which was done via vertex-colouring a conﬂict graph. In
this note, we show that compatible z-coordinates can also be found by edge-colouring a (different)
conﬂict graph. As a consequence, the time complexity for computing the drawings decreases, and the
volumes of the drawings are reduced as well.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Background
A three-dimensional orthogonal drawing of a graph G is a representation of G in 3D
such that vertices are mapped to disjoint axis-parallel boxes, and edges are mapped to paths
in the 3D rectangular grid that are disjoint except at common endpoints. IfG has maximum
degree 6, then vertices are mapped to grid points instead of boxes.
Kolmogorov and Barzdin [10] introduced a technique used for some 3D orthogonal graph
drawing algorithms [7,8,3]. We refer to these papers, as well as other recent papers on the
topic [1,2,4,9,11,12] for motivation and references regarding orthogonal graph drawing.
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Kolmogorov and Barzdin’s technique can be outlined as follows:
1. Assign disjoint axis-parallel rectangles within the plane z=0 to the vertices. Rectangles
may be degenerate (i.e., segments or points).
2. Direct each edge from one endpoint to the other.
3. For any directed edge e = vw, assign where the edge will attach to v and w. More
precisely, pick two points (xe(v), ye(v), 0) and (xe(w), ye(w), 0) on the boundary of
the rectangles of v and w, respectively. Edge e will start at point (xe(v), ye(v), ze(v))
and end at point (xe(w), ye(w), ze(w)), for some ze(v) and ze(w) to be determined later.
4. For any directed edge e, assign a height h(e).
5. For any directed edge e = vw, deﬁne the grid path for e, with some method that uses
only the direction of e, the coordinates xe(v), ye(v), xe(w), ye(w) and the height h(e).
(This step deﬁnes ze(v) and ze(w).)
6. Expand vertices in the z-direction to cover all start/end points of their incident edges.
The particularmethod of implementingSteps 1, 2, 3 and 5 varies fromalgorithm to algorithm
and is irrelevant for our observations below; refer to the original papers for details. In all
cases, it can be shown that an orthogonal drawing is obtained as long as the assigned heights
obey the following rules for any two directed edges e1 = v1w1 and e2 = v2w2:
• If xe1(w1)= xe2(w2) then h(e1) = h(e2).
• If ye1(v1)= ye2(v2) then h(e1) = h(e2).
Kolmogorov and Barzdin [10] left unspeciﬁed how to ﬁnd such heights. Eades et al. [7]
proposed doing this with a vertex-colouring in a conﬂict graph, which is the approach taken
in subsequent papers [8,3]. This step turns out to be the bottleneck in the time complexity
of the algorithms.
In this note,we showhow toﬁnd suitable heights by edge-colouring a (differently deﬁned)
conﬂict graph, thereby improving the time complexity of the algorithms in [7,8,3]. As a
pleasant side effect, the volume of these drawings is reduced.We explain the edge-colouring
technique in Section 2, and give the speciﬁc improvements in Section 3.
2. Cross-colouring
Finding suitable heights can be viewed as colouring crosses as follows. The points as-
signed to the edges in Step 3 can be viewed as points of a two-dimensional grid (forgetting
about the z-coordinate). Assume these points use R rows and C columns of the grid. For
every directed edge e = vw, deﬁne a cross, i.e., a pair (r, c) of a row and a column, where
r is the row with y-coordinate ye(v) and c is the column with x-coordinate xe(w).
Finding heights for the edges now amounts to assigning colours to the crosses such that
any two crosses with the same row have a different colour, and any two crosses with the
same column have a different colour. We call such a colouring a cross-colouring.
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So nowwe are interested in how to ﬁnd a cross-colouring efﬁciently. One simple approach
(the one used in previous 3D orthogonal graph drawing papers) is to vertex-colour a conﬂict
graphH . GraphH has one vertex for every cross, and two crosses are connected by an edge
if and only if they have a grid-line in common. Clearly, any vertex-colouring of H gives a
cross-colouring.
Let m be the number of crosses (which is the same as the number of edges in the graph
to be drawn.) Let h be the maximum number of crosses that all have the same row,
and v be the maximum number of crosses that all have the same column. Then H has
maximum degree h + v − 2, and at most (h + v − 2)m/2 edges. With a simple
greedy algorithm, a vertex-colouring of H with h + v − 1 colours can be found in
O(|V (H)| + |E(H)|)= O((h + v)m) time.
A more efﬁcient approach is to use an edge-colouring in a bipartite multi-graph H ′
deﬁned as follows. Deﬁne one vertex of H ′ for every row r and for every column c; so
|V (H ′)| = R + C. For every cross (r, c) add an edge between the vertex for row r and the
vertex for column c, adding multi-edges if cross (r, c) appears repeatedly; so |E(H ′)| =m.
Any two crosses with a common grid-line correspond to two edges in H ′ with a common
endpoint; hence any edge-colouring of H ′ gives a cross-colouring.
Let h and v be deﬁned as before, and let  = max{h,v}. By deﬁnition of , any
grid-line is part of at most  crosses, soH ′ has maximum degree . Any edge-colouring of
H ′ hence uses at least colours, and sinceH ′ is bipartite, an edge-colouring with colours
can be found in O(|E(H)| log(|V (H)|))= O(m log(R + C)) time [5].1 Constructing H
takes O(R +C +m) time. In all our applications R +C ∈ O(m), so constructing H takes
O(m) time.
Theorem 1. A set of m crosses on a grid with R rows and C columns (R+C ∈ O(m)) can
be coloured with the minimum number of colours in O(m log(R + C)) time.
3. Improvements of speciﬁc algorithms
Now, we study the effect of our cross-colouring approach on three 3D orthogonal graph
drawing algorithms: The COMPACT-DRAWING ALGORITHM by Eades et al. [8], and the
OPTIMAL VOLUME CUBE-DRAWING algorithm and OPTIMAL VOLUME BOX-DRAWING al-
gorithm by Biedl et al. [3]. Our technique also improves the algorithm by Eades et al. [7],
but this algorithm is improved in all aspects by the one in [8] anyway.
We will not review the details of these algorithms in this short note, and must thus ask the
reader to believe the bounds on R+C, h and v for an n-vertexm-edge graph as given in
Table 1 . We also give the formula for how the z-dimension (i.e., the extent of the drawing
in the z-direction) depends on the number K of colours used for the cross-colouring.
Thus for these algorithms both running time and z-dimension (hence also the volume)
are decreased. Also, a reduction in the z-dimension implies a reduction in the maximum
1 In fact, the edge-colouring can also be found in O(m log()) time [6], but in our applicationsR+C ∈ O(),
so this is not an improvement.
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Table 1
Overview of the improvements obtained with our technique
[8] Cube-drawing, [3] Box-drawing, [3]
R + C O(√n) O(√m) O(√n)
h √n 4/
√
3
√
m+ o(√m) 6m/√n
v √n 2
√
2
√
m+ o(√m) 10m/√n
z-dimension 4K + 1 4K +√2√m+ o(√m) 2K + 1
Run-time
Old: O(m(h + v)) O(n3/2)a O(m3/2) O(m2/√n)
New: O(m log(R + C)) O(n log n) O(m log m) O(m log n)
z-dimension
Old: K = h + v − 1 8√n − 3 (16/
√
3+ 9√2)√m+ o(√m) 32m/√n − 1
New: K =max{h,v} 4√n + 1 9
√
2
√
m+ o(√m) 20m/√n − 1
aThe algorithm in [8] works on graphs with maximum degree 6, hence m3n ∈ O(n).
edge-length for the algorithm in [8]; one can show that it decreases from 16√n − 10 to
12√n − 6.
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